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Hi I’m Melissa
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I’ve been a career coach for 8 years and
I’ve been in your shoes, just like hundreds
of my clients. I’ve worked the job that just
drained me, pulled me down, and made me
doubt myself. I’ve been laid off because of
restructuring, losing my dream job. I’ve
spent months in job searches.
 
I’m here to help you feel more hopeful, to
vault these hurdles (and more beside) by
helping you crack the code to job seeking.
Here’s the deal: it’s not your resume that is
holding you back.
 
I know you think it is. You may have even
paid some hot-shot to rewrite it for you
but you still are being passed up for
positions that you are a great fit for.

The resume just isn’t your problem.
 
The good news is that I can tell you what your problem is, and help you fix it. I help
professionals in healthcare, medicine and science spend less time job searching,
interview more successfully and negotiate their best offers. I can do the same for you. 
 
I promise!
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5 REASONS WHY

It’s Not Your Resume

1. Your Resume Is Only A Piece of the Puzzle

On an online job application, your resume is only part of the package you send
over. It’s important because it’s the only piece that is purely marketing you to
your potential employer but it’s only one of the things that potential employers
use to evaluate you. 

2. They May Not Even Be Seeing It

Human Resources may not even be seeing your resume. Contrary to popular
internet lore, it’s not because the applicant tracking systems will rule out
candidates that are qualified because they don’t use the right keywords on their
resume. 

3. You Are Agonzing Over the Wrong Thing

Everyone wants to know what keywords will help them or how to strategically
improve their resume (and there are plenty of professionals out there that will
sell you a solution to this problem). Keywords, formats, fonts, margins, and
appearance will only go so far— even if you are tailoring it.

4. Marketing Isn’t Summarizing

You cannot summarize even a year of experience (much less a decade) on a
resume to satisfy everyone. Marketing yourself doesn’t mean demonstrating
your broad skill set as much as it is about demonstrating that you can solve a
very specific problem for a potential employer. 

5. You Don’t Know What You Want

You are getting calls, but they aren’t for your favorite positions. You could do
that work but it would get boring. Your network doesn’t know what you are
looking for, so they aren’t recommending you. Come on, ask me how I know? 
 
It is not your resume.
 
It’s your strategy. 
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Strategy 101
There is no “one right job” out there for everyone, just like there is not “one
ideal partner.” However, when you’re dating, just like in your job search, it’s a
good idea to have a reasonable idea of your type before you get started. Do you
know what you need in your job to be successful? Do you know how to evaluate
a position to ensure it’s a good fit before applying, before interviewing, or (for
the love of all things) before you accept? 

ASK YOURSELF

CONSIDER

Interests and values change over time. The number one reason why someone
may find themselves in a career that is not an ideal fit is due to the changes in
these interests and values. Interests and values are always the best starting
point because they are the most likely things to shift and change in the course
of our lives. 

What are my favorite skills, job duties, and knowledge areas?
 
What other than work do I need to make time for right now?
 
What kind of effort do I want to give and how do I want to be compensated?

Why are you unhappy in your current role— and what do you like about it?
 
What prompted you to take your currrent role?
 
What do you want to be doing 5 years from now?
 
Are there skills that you need to develop to be ready for that next step?
 
What kind of people do you work best with?
 
What motivates you to put in effort on tough days?



Strategic Analysis
WHAT IS THE STATE OF THINGS NOW

STARTING FRESH: BOOKING A CALL

There are several places that I look to see where your strategy may be breaking
down. Here is what they are:
 
Have you been applying at least 6 weeks or have applied to 40 positions,
whichever comes first?
 
Have you had at least 3-5 phone screen interviews in that 6 week or 40 position
time frame? One caveat here: are you getting called for positions you want?
 
Are you getting one in person interview for every three phone screens? 
 
Are you getting an offer for every 3 in person interviews? 
 
If you answered no to any of these, it’s time that we talked.

The 1 hour strategy session will help you:
 
-Clarify your goals and direction so you only spend time applying to the right
roles for you.
-Help you target the right positions by helping you find the best keywords.
-Give you a step-by-step process to follow to shave months off your job
search.
-Help you identify your problem areas and fix them.
-Answer questions about your specific situation.
 
Book here: 
 
https://calendly.com/lbdcareers/60min



I love serving you! I hope that this has been
helpful and infused some much needed
hope into your job search. That’s what I’m
all about.
 
There are many ways to keep up with me.
If you aren’t ready to book a call, join me
on Facebook or LinkedIn. I know that this
is a process and I will be here for you when
you are ready!

My best wishes to you!

Thank You...

Melissa McClung, MS
816-286-4495

melissamcclung@live.com
www.linkedin.com/in/melissamcclung
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